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Her Mother's Daughter

2018-04-05

hello magazine s april 2018 book of the week set across two decades in london

and ireland her mother s daughter sees the lives of a troubled and emotionally

abusive mother and her innocent ten year old daughter change forever after one

summer holiday 1980 josephine flees her home in ireland hoping never to return

she starts a new exciting life in london but as much as she tries she can t quite

leave the trauma of her childhood behind seventeen years and two children later

josephine gets a call from her sister to tell her that their mother is dying and wants

to see her a summons she can t refuse 1997 ten year old clare is counting down

to the summer holidays when she is going to meet her grandparents in ireland for

the first time she hopes this trip will put an end to her mum s dark moods and

drinking but family secrets can t stay buried forever and following revelations in

ireland everything starts to unravel have josephine and her daughter passed the

point of no return

Ramona and Her Mother

2013-03-19

ramona at 7 1 2 sometimes feels disrespected because she is the youngest in the

family
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Her Mother's Mother's Mother and Her Daughters

2017

the history of brazil from 1500 to the present told by daughters down the

matrilineal line

Her Mother's Daughter

2013-09-24

famed feminist marilyn french s life affirming saga celebrates the love and

sacrifices of four generations of polish american mothers and daughters with bella

dabrowski close to death her daughter anastasia who has reinvented herself as

stacey stevens is trying to penetrate the longstanding barriers between them to

understand the woman who gave her life through the eyes of stacey a divorced

feminist new york photographer we get to know bella a remarkable woman wife

and mother the daughter of polish immigrants bella who renamed herself belle

clawed her way out of poverty and settled into a middle class existence shifting

perspectives between the two women the reader is drawn into belle s life through

the lean years of the depression as well as stacey s recollections of her youthful

marriage a lesbian affair and her tempestuous relationship with her own daughter

arden from the groundbreaking author of the women s room her mother s

daughter explores past and present to reveal the complex indestructible bonds

between daughters and mothers
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Ramona and Her Mother

2001

ramona at 7 1 2 sometimes feels discriminated against by being the youngest in

the family

Her Mother's Hope

2020-04-07

in this first of an epic family saga by francine rivers mother and daughter

relationships are challenged setting their family on a course full of heartache

Mothers Before

2020-04-07

who was your mother before she was a mother essays and photos from brit

bennett jennifer egan danzy senna laura lippman jia tolentino and many more in

this remarkable collection new york times bestselling novelist edan lepucki gathers

more than sixty original essays and favorite photographs to explore this question

the daughters in mothers before are writers and poets artists and teachers and

the images and stories they share reveal the lives of women in ways that are

vulnerable and true sometimes funny sometimes sad and always moving

contributors include brit bennett jennine capó crucet jennifer egan angela garbes

annabeth gish alison roman lisa see danzy senna dana spiotta lan samantha

chang laura lippman jia tolentino tiffany nguyen charmaine craig maya
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ramakrishnan eirene donohue and many others

Her Mother's Face

2008-11-03

siobhan missed her mother dearly ever since she had gone she spent her days

reminiscing about the time they spent together she remembered her mother s

voice singing and her mother s hands combing her hair but no matter how hard

siobhan tried she could never see her mother s face

Her Mother's Daughter

2018-01-11

the second saga in evie grace s maids of kent trilogy one of the most gifted saga

writers writing today bookish jottings will she break free and change her future

canterbury 1853 agnes berry clay might have been born into rags but she is

growing up with riches given away as a baby by her real mother she was rescued

and raised by her darling papa and distant mama agnes wants for nothing except

perhaps a little freedom but as times goes on her life at windmarsh court changes

new arrivals and old resentments push agnes to the peripheries and finally the

consequences of one fateful day shatter her dreams for the future heartbroken

and surrounded by the threat of scandal agnes is faced with a terrible choice stay

and surrender or flee and fight to keep her freedom praise for her mother s

daughter i was completely hooked anne bonny book reviews unputdownable once

i started reading the world around me didn t exist as the page turns reviews i

totally and utterly loved reading the second episode of the maids of kent trilogy
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and i can t wait for the concluding instalment ginger book geek an enthralling and

emotional tale that i simply couldn t bear to put down bookish jottings an

enjoyable read shaz s book blog

She Has Her Mother's Laugh

2018-06-14

shortlisted for the 2018 baillie gifford prize for non fiction she has her mother s

laugh presents a profoundly original perspective on what we pass along from

generation to generation charles darwin played a crucial part in turning heredity

into a scientific question and yet he failed spectacularly to answer it the birth of

genetics in the early 1900s seemed to do precisely that gradually people

translated their old notions about heredity into a language of genes as the

technology for studying genes became cheaper millions of people ordered genetic

tests to link themselves to missing parents to distant ancestors to ethnic identities

but award winning science writer carl zimmer argues heredity isn t just about

genes that pass from parent to child heredity continues within our own bodies as

a single cell gives rise to trillions of cells that make up our bodies we say we

inherit genes from our ancestors but we inherit other things that matter as much

or more to our lives from microbes to technologies we use to make life more

comfortable we need a new definition of what heredity is and through carl zimmer

s lucid exposition and storytelling this resounding tour de force delivers it weaving

together historical and current scientific research his own experience with his two

daughters and the kind of original reporting expected of one of the world s best

science journalists zimmer ultimately unpacks urgent bioethical quandaries arising

from new biomedical technologies but also long standing presumptions about who
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we really are and what we can pass on to future generations

Wild Game

2020-01-16

a daughter s tale of living in the thrall of her magnetic complicated mother and the

chilling consequences of her complicity every time i fail to become more like my

mother i become more like me on a hot august night on cape cod when adrienne

was 14 her mother malabar woke her at midnight with five simple words that

would set the course of both of their lives for years to come ben souther just

kissed me adrienne instantly became her mother s confidante and helpmate

blossoming in the sudden light of her attention from then on malabar came to rely

on her daughter to help orchestrate what would become an epic affair with her

husband s closest friend the affair would have calamitous consequences for

everyone involved impacting adrienne s life in profound ways driving her into a

doomed marriage of her own and then into a deep depression only years later will

she find the strength to embrace her life and her mother on her own terms this is

a book about how the people close to us can break our hearts simply because

they have access to them it s about the lies we tell in order to justify the choices

we make it s about mothers and daughters and the nature of family and ultimately

it s a story of resilience a reminder that we need not be the parents our parents

were to us that moving forward is possible not since the glass castle has a

memoir conveyed such a complex family bond in which love devotion and

corrosive secrets are inextricably linked j courtney sullivan
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Ramona Forever

1984-09-17

ramona is back new and old friends alike will rejoice in beverly cleary s latest

book about spunky ramona and the whole quimby family from the minute that

howie kemp s rich uncle hobart arrives from saudi arabia things are off to a

rousing start there are new beginnings and discoveries and two very special

surprises one surprise is big and one is very little it s a time of change for all the

quimbys a time of new joys and little sadnesses too there are new worries mr

quimby is worried about finding a teaching job ramona is worried they may have

to move if he does and beezus is worried about her teenage complexion and

through it all ramona a grown up third grader remains a sometimes pesty

sometimes brave sometimes blunderful but always wonderful ramona forever

Mother and Child

2018-04-01

in the latest body of work by author and photographer claiborne swanson frank

the artist set out to explore what modern motherhood means in the 21st century

turning her lens on 70 iconic families of mothers and children from such

celebrated names as delfina figueras carolina herrera lauren santo domingo anne

vyalitsyna aerin lauder and patti hansen swanson frank s stunning portraits

capture the emotional bonds and beauty that frame the primal relationship of a

mother and her child complementing her work is a series of questions and

answers in which swanson frank delicately tasks each mother to look within
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themselves and express what being a mother truly means to them their answers

while exceedingly thoughtful and introspective are also amusing fascinating and

moving each one of these deeply intimate and stunning portraits will captivate and

inspire readers as they embark on this profound journey that reminds us all of the

power of motherhood and the great gift of love

My Mother, Munchausen's and Me

2021-11-25

there was a time when i loved my mother it s shocking to imply that i stopped

loving my mum because mothers always love their children and always do their

best for them mothers are supposed to be good but my mother wasn t good ten

years ago helen naylor discovered her mother elinor had been faking debilitating

illnesses for thirty years after elinor s self induced death helen found her diaries

which elinor wrote daily for over fifty years the diaries reveal not only the inner

workings of elinor s twisted mind and self delusion but also shocking revelations

about helen s childhood everything helen knew about herself and her upbringing

was founded on a lie the unexplained accidents and days spent entirely on her

own as a little girl imagining herself climbing into the loft and disappearing into a

different world tell a story of neglect as a teenager her mother s advice to helen

on her body and mental health speaks of dangerous manipulation with elinor s

behaviour becoming increasingly destructive and helen now herself a mother she

was left with a stark choice to collude with elinor s lies or be accused of

abandoning her my mother munchausen s and me is a heart breaking honest and

brave account of a daughter unravelling the truth about her mother and herself it s

a story of a stolen childhood mental illness and the redemptive power of breaking
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a complex and toxic bond

Julie and Romeo

2000

a deliciously funny and wickedly sexy novel of love found finally and love

threatened inevitably by the families who claim to love us best romeo cacciamani

and julie roseman are rival florists in boston whose families have hated each other

for as long as anyone can remember what they can t remember is why when

these two vital lonely people see each other across a crowded lobby at a small

business owners seminar an intense attraction blooms that neither tries to squelch

they re not sure what fate has in store for them but they re not about to let

something as silly as a generations long feud stand in the way of finding out that

is not until romeo s octogenarian mother julie s meddling ex husband and a cast

of grown cacciamani and roseman children begin to intervene with a passionate

hatred that matches their newly found love stroke for stroke think montagues and

capulets think wise and witty and thoroughly modern julie and romeo is a love

story for the ages all ages

Ramona 3-Book Collection

2014-06-03

kids everywhere feel connected to ramona s unique way of looking at the world as

she tries to adjust to new teachers feels jealous about susan s curls and is

secretly pleased by yard ape s teasing the scrapes she gets herself into like

wearing pajamas to school or accidentally making egg yolk shampoo are funny
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and heartwarming and sometimes embarrassing no matter what ramona s lively

curious spirit shines through this collection includes three favorites beezus and

ramona ramona the pest ramona the brave

Stolen from Her Mother: An Utterly Heartbreaking

World War Two Page-turner Set Between Ireland and

America

2022-01-21

with a broken heart she sinks to the ground tears run down her face as the truth

hits her you can t do this she s my daughter my flesh and blood i ll never stop

looking for her never no matter what you say or do i ll find her galway ireland

1941 while war rages across the world kate struggles on her family farm by the

wild atlantic ocean living off rations and looking after her sick father she doesn t

dare dream of falling in love but when she meets american airman tony whose

blue eyes are as stormy as the sea her life collides with the war in ways she

never imagined they fall madly in love stealing kisses in the rolling fields and tony

vows to make her his wife their time is cut short when tony leaves for war

promising to come back for her only then does kate learn she is carrying his child

but when her family find out she is shunned and banished to a magdalen laundry

imprisoned in the home for unmarried mothers where the windows are covered in

barbed wire the girls survive on scraps and sleep in a crammed dormitory kate

writes to tony to tell him about their child but she never hears back is he even still

alive and when she gives birth to baby eva kate s worst nightmare comes true her

precious child is sold to a stranger but she made a promise to her darling
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daughter and she ll never stop looking for her can kate escape save her child and

reunite her family before it s too late a heartbreaking tear jerking and completely

unputdownable world war two page turner about the power of a mother s love and

the devastating effects of the war fans of before we were yours orphan train and

diney costeloe will be utterly glued to this unforgettable novel readers love stolen

from her mother captivated right from the very start and gripped me in its pages

until the very end i couldn t put it down and read it in a few hours it is so well

written with great character development and a storyline that is intensely raw and

deals with real situations and issues in a really sensitive way i was brought to

tears i haven t been able to stop thinking about it this is a truly heart wrenching

and emotionally destroying read i loved it i cannot wait to reread it goodreads

reviewer if i could give this book 10 stars i would gladly do it a beautiful story tear

jerking breathlessly heartbreaking goodreads reviewer dear moms while the tears

in my eyes are drying up i am writing this letter to all women especially to moms

because i want to recommend you a wonderful book about a young girl kate it is

not just a love story or fiction book it s a great work of art after reading the book

you will never be the same my heart was torn to pieces brilliant i am sure that you

will love this amazing book as i did goodreads reviewer a heartbreaking tear

jerking and completely unputdownable world war two page turner sheer escapism

beautifully written i will now look for more of this author s work netgalley reviewer

The Book of Mother

2022-10-18

longlisted for the 2022 international booker prize a new york times notable book a

library journal best book of 2021 a marvelous superbly effective the new yorker
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debut novel about a young woman coming of age with a dazzling yet damaged

mother who lived and loved in extremes met by rave reviews in the new yorker

the new york times and more this stunning translation of violaine huisman s witty

immersive autofiction showcases a parisian childhood with a charismatic

depressed parent oprah daily beautiful and magnetic catherine a k a maman

smokes too much drives too fast laughs too hard and loves too extravagantly and

her daughter violaine wouldn t have it any other way but when maman is

hospitalized after a third divorce and a breakdown everything changes even as

violaine and her sister long for their mother s return once she s back maman s

violent mood swings and flagrant disregard for personal boundaries soon turn their

home into an emotional landmine as the story of catherine s own traumatic

childhood and adolescence unfolds the pieces come together to form an indelible

portrait of a mother as irresistible as she is impossible as triumphant as she is

transgressive with spectacular ferocity of language a streak of dark humor and

stunning emotional bravery the book of mother is an exquisitely wrought story of a

mother s dizzying heights and devastating lows and a daughter who must hold her

memory close in order to surrender and finally move on

Before I Was Your Mother

2003

a mother tells her own daughter what she was like and what she used to do when

she was a little girl
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Perfect Is Boring

2018-04-03

supermodel and super ceo of our time tyra banks and her mother carolyn show

readers why when you kick perfection to the curb and showcase your unique

beauty ain t nobody gonna stop you in perfect is boring tyra banks and her mother

carolyn get raw real and cray in a good way as they share what they ve learned

on tyra s journey from insecure preteen to supermodel and entrepreneurial

powerhouse though she ll be the first to tell you she is not her daughter s best

friend cause she ain t that kinda mama there s no doubt that carolyn s signature

mix of pep talks and tough love got tyra to where she is today and here they pay

it forward to empower readers with a reminder that perfect really isn t all that

whether they re writing about watching tyra s most imperfect moment go viral

does be quiet tiffany ring any bells no holds barred sex talks or how they ve

overcome everything from fashion industry discrimination to media fat shaming

and a misguided attempt at a music career they never lose their sense of humor

or we got your back spirit full of smart wise and often hilarious lessons for

mothers daughters fathers and sons everywhere including take responsibility for

yourself lip gloss pizza sauce boss and fix it or flaunt it perfect is boring is a must

read for anyone who needs a kick in the booty a pat on the back or a good

reason to laugh out loud

The Girl Who Thought Her Mother Was a Mermaid

2018-07-12
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even though she s terrified of the sea a girl who believes her mum might have

been a mermaid runs away to the ocean to solve the mystery of who she really is

stella is the odd one out she sleepwalks is terrified of water yet obsessed by the

ocean her mum who died when stella was eight remains the biggest mystery of all

who was she and why did she give stella a necklace called the word of the sea

before she died nobody can give her any answers her father is consumed by grief

and her grandmother s memories are fading with dementia when stella s only

friend in the world cam moves house stella runs away she s determined to find

out who her mum was and who she is too she ends up in the crystal cove a run

down aquarium with a mermaid show there she meets pearl who reveals

disturbing secrets it s only by facing her fear of the ocean that stella will truly

uncover the truth this is an exquisitely imagined story about a girl on an adventure

above and below the waves

Are You My Mother?

2013-03-28

an expansive moving and captivating graphic memoir from the author of fun home

alison bechdel s fun home was a literary phenomenon while fun home explored

bechdel s relationship with her father a closeted homosexual this memoir is about

her mother a voracious reader a music lover a passionate amateur actor also a

woman unhappily married to a gay man whose artistic aspirations simmered under

the surface of bechdel s childhood and who stopped touching or kissing her

daughter goodnight for ever when she was seven poignantly hilariously bechdel

embarks on a quest for answers concerning the mother daughter gulf as

absorbing as it is graced with a deceptive lightness of touch it is clever brilliantly
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pieced together and utterly unusual sunday times it s a beautiful and beautifully

illustrated look at the complexity and dysfunctionality of family through a unique

lens and frames things in such a way that you can t help but re examine your own

relationships too stylist

Just for Me: My Ramona Quimby Journal

2013-03-19

do you ever feel like you have to share everything whether it s a bedroom with a

sibling or a seat on the bus there never seems to be anything that s just yours

ramona quimby knows this better than anyone else if you re like her then look no

further you are now holding a 100 percent private completely personal and totally

just for you journal as you follow along with ramona s sometimes funny

sometimes embarrassing moments you can write about your own memorable

experiences there s plenty of room for your private thoughts and lots of fun

puzzles quizzes and stickers to enjoy

Mom & Me & Mom

2013-04-02

new york times bestseller a moving memoir about the legendary author s

relationship with her own mother emma watson s our shared shelf book club pick

the story of maya angelou s extraordinary life has been chronicled in her multiple

bestselling autobiographies but now at last the legendary author shares the

deepest personal story of her life her relationship with her mother for the first time

angelou reveals the triumphs and struggles of being the daughter of vivian baxter
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an indomitable spirit whose petite size belied her larger than life presence a

presence absent during much of angelou s early life when her marriage began to

crumble vivian famously sent three year old maya and her older brother away

from their california home to live with their grandmother in stamps arkansas the

subsequent feelings of abandonment stayed with angelou for years but their

reunion a decade later began a story that has never before been told in mom me

mom angelou dramatizes her years reconciling with the mother she preferred to

simply call lady revealing the profound moments that shifted the balance of love

and respect between them delving into one of her life s most rich rewarding and

fraught relationships mom me mom explores the healing and love that evolved

between the two women over the course of their lives the love that fostered maya

angelou s rise from immeasurable depths to reach impossible heights praise for

mom me mom mom me mom is delivered with angelou s trademark good humor

and fierce optimism if any resentments linger between these lines if lives are

partially revealed without all the bitter details exposed well that is part of angelou

s forgiving design as an account of reconciliation this little book is just revealing

enough and pretty irresistible the washington post moving a remarkable portrait of

two courageous souls people the latest and most potent of her serial

autobiographies a tough minded tenderhearted addition to angelou s spectacular

canon elle mesmerizing angelou has a way with words that can still dazzle us and

with her mother as a subject angelou has a near perfect muse and mystery

woman essence

Book of My Mother

2012-04-10
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shortly after albert cohen left france for london to escape the nazis he received

news of his mother s death in marseille unable to mourn her he expressed his

grief in a series of moving pieces for la france libre which later grew into book of

my mother achingly honest intimate and moving this love song is a tribute to all

mothers cohen himself expressed i shall not have written in vain if one of you

after reading my hymn of death is one evening gentler with his mother because of

me and my mother from the trade paperback edition

What My Mother and I Don't Talk About

2020-08-11

you will devour these beautifully written and very important tales of honesty pain

and resilience elizabeth gilbert new york times bestselling author of eat pray love

and city of girls from fifteen brilliant writers who explore how what we don t talk

about with our mothers affects us for better or for worse as an undergraduate

michele filgate started writing an essay about being abused by her stepfather it

took her more than a decade to realize that she was actually trying to write about

how this affected her relationship with her mother when it was finally published the

essay went viral shared on social media by anne lamott rebecca solnit and many

others this gave filgate an idea and the resulting anthology offers a candid look at

our relationships with our mothers leslie jamison writes about trying to discover

who her seemingly perfect mother was before ever becoming a mom in cathi

hanauer s hilarious piece she finally gets a chance to have a conversation with

her mother that isn t interrupted by her domineering but lovable father andré

aciman writes about what it was like to have a deaf mother melissa febos uses

mythology as a lens to look at her close knit relationship with her psychotherapist
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mother and julianna baggott talks about having a mom who tells her everything as

filgate writes our mothers are our first homes and that s why we re always trying

to return to them there s relief in acknowledging how what we couldn t say for so

long is a way to heal our relationships with others and perhaps most important

with ourselves contributions by cathi hanauer melissa febos alexander chee dylan

landis bernice l mcfadden julianna baggott lynn steger strong kiese laymon

carmen maria machado andré aciman sari botton nayomi munaweera brandon

taylor and leslie jamison

What My Mother Doesn't Know

2013-05-07

sophie describes her relationships with a series of boys as she searches for mr

right

Writing Mothers and Daughters

2002

this first systematic study of mother daughter relationships as represented in

western european fiction during the second half of the 20th century provides a

comparative study of works from england france germany austria ireland italy and

spain for each individual body of texts the authors identify characteristics arising

from specific national literary traditions and from internal cultural diversities the

text suggests avenues for future investigation both within and across national

boundaries the featured writers include steedman diski winterson tennant de

beauvoir leduc djura wolf jelinek mitgutsch novak lavin o brien o faolin morante
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sanvitale ramondino chacel rodoreda and martin gaite the six contributing authors

are scholars from new zealand england ireland italy and wales annotation

copyrighted by book news inc portland or

My Mother, My Madness

2020-07-10

a woman reluctantly takes on the responsibility of putting her eccentric rebellious

mother into a retirement home and managing her care she has her own daughter

to raise and nurture a marriage and a business to hold together and her own

psychological troubles due in good part to how she was mothered my mother my

madness is colleen higgs s diary of her mother s last ten years it is at once funny

harrowing mundane chaotic and full of insight it is a rich and moving story which

unfolds through its characters like a novel

How To Manage Your Mother

2016-12-21

this book explores how different people have dealt with the issues related to

getting on with their mothers psychotherapist alyce faye cleese interviewed a wide

range of people to get an in depth understanding of the different questions that

arise in our relationships with our mother from a new york taxi driver to her former

husband john cleese and a computer consultant to general colin powell the

interviews show a remarkable similarity between the problems different people

have with their mothers both alive and dead and alyce faye cleese suggests a

range of ways of dealing with problems that many of us share in one way or
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another

Her Mother's Hands

2018

her mother s hands is an examination of the deepest human bonds and a

beautiful and moving tribute to life

When You and Your Mother Can't Be Friends

2009-11-04

a book of great value for every daughter and every mother useful for sons too

benjamin spock m d from the introduction the goal of this book is to help readers

achieve that separation so that they can either find a way to be friends with their

mothers or at least recognize and accept that their mothers did the best they

could even if it wasn t good enough and to stop blaming them among the issues

to be covered to understand how a daughter s attachment to her mother more so

than her relationship with her father colors all her other relationships and to

analyze why it is more difficult for daughters than sons to separate from their

mothers as well as why daughters are more subject than sons to a mother s

manipulation to recognize the difference between a healthy and a destructive

mother daughter connection and to define clearly the bad mommy in order to help

readers who have trouble acknowledging their childhood losses to begin to

comprehend them to conjugate what i call the bad mommy taboo why our culture

is more eager to protect the sanctity of maternity than it is to protect emotionally

abused daughters to describe the evolution of the unpleasable mother in all
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likelihood she was bereft of maternal love as a child and to recognize the huge

and often poignant stake she has in keeping her grown daughter dependent and

off balance to illustrate the consequent controlling behavior in some cases cloaked

in fragility or good intentions of such mothers which falls into general patterns

including the doormat the critic the smotherer the avenger the deserter to

understand that the daughter has a similar stake in either being a slave to or

hating her mother the two sides of her depen dency and immaturity to illustrate

the responsive behavior and survival mechanisms of daughters which is

determined in part by such variables as birth rank family history and temperament

and which also falls into patterns including the angel the superachiever the cipher

the troublemaker the defector to show how to redefine the mother daughter

relationship so that each can learn to see and accept the other as she is today

appreciating each other s good qualities and not being snared by the bad finally to

demonstrate that a redefined relationship with one s mother adult to adult frees

you from the past whether that re definition ultimately results in real friendship

affectionate truce or divorce

Her Mother's Daughter

1987-10-01

frances is the first in a chain of women who sacrifice their own pleasures for a

better future for their children she is an immigrant left destitute in 1913 when her

husband dies
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My Mother and I

2020-04-07

foster a loving relationship between mother and child in this beautiful picture book

through simple verse and bright illustrations p k hallinan illustrates the

unconditional love that a mother has for her child moms are more than parents

they can be friends too they can make you laugh play games like hide and seek

or simply be there to read a book or take a stroll with mothers are there for their

boys and girls no matter what whether it s healing hurts or teaching lessons about

caring and giving and the value of hard work there s no true friend like a mom

through the easy to read verses of this adorable illustrated book your child will

learn that their mom will always be their best friend whether you read it at bedtime

or any point of the day my mother and i is the perfect book for showing your child

just how much you love them as they re growing up

The Mother of All Jobs

2018-09-06

have you ever looked at the lengthy school holiday dates and silently screamed in

desperation have you gone part time yet are still doing a full time workload have

you ever been too afraid to ask about maternity benefits or flexible working do you

constantly feel guilty about missing school events and secretly envious of other

mums at the school gates who seem to be doing it all better than you if any or all

of the above rings true for you you are not alone while the demands of work are

increasing with longer working hours and more pressure to remain switched on to
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our phones and computers the needs of our children and the world of school and

childcare have stayed the same something has got to change before we all reach

breaking point the mother of all jobs brings together the wisdom of women who

opened up about their experiences into a manifesto to help working parents thrive

My Mother is a French Fry and Further Proof of My

Fuzzed-up Life

2008

a teenager is convinced that her free spirited mother is the reason her life sucks

My Mother Worked and I Turned Out Okay

1993

in these hard times when 60 of america s mothers work outside the home guilt

free parenting is practically impossible goldman daughter of bestselling author lois

wyse interviewed adult children of working women children who had not only

survived but thrived this anecdotal survey provides positive reinforcement for

working mothers

Things My Mother Never Told Me

2003

through a series of letters from his parents passionate world war ii courtship

morrison uncovers a startling touching story this follow up to his critically
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acclaimed 1993 memoir paints the unforgettable picture of a quietly determined

heroine and of a son s search to learn the truth about her

Ramona and Her Father

2000

ramona s father has lost his job and all the family are miserable so ramona

decides to try and cheer them up in her own inimitable way

The Mother's Promise

2017-02-21

a poignant and breathtaking novel from the author of the things we keep and the

secrets of midwives all their lives alice stanhope and her daughter zoe have been

a family of two living quietly in northern california zoe has always struggled with

crippling social anxiety and her mother has been her constant and fierce protector

with no family to speak of and the identity of zoe s father shrouded in mystery

their team of two works until it doesn t until alice gets sick and needs to fight for

her life desperate to find stability for zoe alice reaches out to two women who are

practically strangers but who are her only hope kate a nurse and sonja a social

worker as the four of them come together a chain of events is set into motion and

all four of them must confront their sharpest fears and secrets secrets about

abandonment abuse estrangement and the deepest longing for family imbued with

heart and humor in even the most dismal moments the mother s promise is an

unforgettable novel about the unbreakable bonds between mothers and daughters

and the new ways in which families are forged sally hepworth novels are sure to
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appeal to fans of jojo moyes jodi picoult and lisa genova book clubs will be lining

up library journal starred review
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